Contact FARRIS Approach immediately after take-off.

1. Enroute cruising levels will be issued after take-off by OSLO Departure or OSLO Control.

2. Climb to SF, turn RIGHT to SKI.

3. Climb to SF, turn LEFT, 120° track, intercept TOR R-143 to TIVOL.

4. Climb to DA, turn RIGHT, intercept DRA R-162 to TIVOL.

5. Climb to SF, turn RIGHT, intercept SIG R-165 inbound, intercept SKI R-025 to TRF.

6. Climb to DA, turn LEFT, 310° track, intercept TOR R-339, intercept SKI R-025 to TRF.

7. Enroute cruising levels will be issued after take-off by OSLO Departure or OSLO Control.

8. Initial climb clearance 4000', MAX 250 KT BELOW FL100.